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The Sea is One of  the Harshest Environments on Earth...
And whether you work or play in this environment, your LED lighting needs to be able to withstand whatever the sea will throw at it. The 

ActiveLED® Marine Series LED Lighting Fixtures are specifically designed for the unique rigors associated with marine vessels. These fixtures

have been built to be Strong, Durable, and Dependable; characteristics that are essential to life on the open waters.

Strong
Extreme weather and the associated pressure from pounding waves require lighting fixtures on marine vessels to be strong and hardy. 

Excessive vibrations from motors and engines also take a toll. The LED fixtures that make up the Marine Series are designed to take a 

beating while delivering clean and efficient light at an output of more than 150 Lumens per Watt. They are UL 1598/A certified for marine 

applications and are additionally certified for use in hazardous marine environments that include explosive dust and gases.

Product manufactured in Georgetown, Texas. 
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Fixtures also Feature LUM-INTENSE ™
The WP2 Series Wall Packs also feature LUM-INTENSE™, a new LED lighting luminaire technology that combines recent ad-

vancements in LED Modules, Drivers and Optics to punch an intense amount of light out of smaller LED fixtures. Designed to 

give significantly more Lumens per Watt, this technology delivers more Foot-candles at Task Level while eliminating most glare 

and light pollution often associated with many other styles of LED fixtures. 

Comparison Between Steel and Copper-Free,  
High Grade Extruded Aluminum After 12 Months Exposure.

* Also available in 20 Watts for smaller applications.
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APPLICATIONS
Applications include: Work Boats, Marine Loading Docks, Petrochemical Facilities, Lubrication Pits, Oil Drilling Rigs,
Water Treatment Areas and Processing Plants.

M2 SPEC SHEET 

Durable
Salt water is highly corrosive and causes millions of dollars of damage per year on 

marine lighting fixtures. ActiveLED’s Marine Series LED Fixtures are manufactured 

from high-grade extruded aluminum and stainless steel. Ten years down the road 

these fixtures may be dinged and scratched, but there will be no structurally com-

promising corrosion. 

Dependable
Dependable equipment at a crucial moment can make all the difference! The Marine Series LED Fixtures carry ActiveLED’s famous Ten-Year, 

No-Light-Loss Warranty and are expected to perform for more than a decade with virtually no maintenance. No longer will your lighting 

fixtures need to be changed out on a regular basis - and putting crew members at risk to reach and regularly change out faulty and diffi-

cult-to-reach lamps is a thing of the past.
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